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We come to the end of another school year; existing part
in war, and part in peace, with the changing and unsettled conditions of both, and present to you, your year book—The
Oshihiyi.
We ha\e here and there gathered fragments of your college life, that your "Mocking Bird"—The Oshihiyi—might
once again sing her song. It is not a new song that she sings,
neither is it quite the old, but a'song which we hope will in
the years to come recall to your consciousness some pleasant
memory of your college days.
We realize that the song that she sings is not quite as
melodious, not quite as harmonious as it might be, but it is a
mere prelude to the new song of progress which will ho. sung
by Stetson University in the years to come.
T H E EDITORS.
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LINCOLN HULLEY : "I believe in co-education, but I believe in co-education
under proper restrictions." "We are more anxious to have quality at Stetson
tlian quantity."
The law is divided into: I. Private Rights.
II. Private
Wrongs
and
Remedies.
III. Public Rights.
IV. Public Wrongs and Remedies.
CHARLES S . E.\RRISS:

Alpha, beta, gamma, delta—

Yes, I always thot s o ;

but
G. PRENTICE CARSON : "The barbaric Teuton became a Roman school boy
and he went to school for a thousand years." ' T h e price of bread is determined
by the price of the last loaf." ' T m a very nervous man."
J. .ARCHY S M I T H : "The stewdent that's elert, an' awake, an' intelligent,
will git into that, and git it." "Yis, the wideawake stewdent, the stewdent that
means business will git that sort of thing." "First state please number 23, a
simple little problem in quadratics."
ELLEN WEHSTER MARTIEN : "Good evening! Young Gentlemen! I hope
you will call again." Genesis, Exodus, Le-e-e—. I wish I had taken your Bible
Course.
J O H N F . BAERECKE: "Dot vus very g-oo-d, I'll gife you a g-oo-d mark."
Ccnozoic, Mesozoic, Palezoic, Proterozoic, Archeozoic. Thallophytes, Bryophytes. Pteridophytes, Spermatophytes.
Protozoa. Coelenteilata, Echinodermata, Vermes, Molluscoidea. Mollusca, Arthropoda, Vertebrata. And all Primates including those educated in the upper branches.
WARREN
of ways, but
ley 231(a).
a Sky Lark"

STONE GOKDIS: "This paper of yours is very creditable in lots
you still have what is known as the "comma fault." See WoolShelley was a poet of extreme imaginative power. The "Ode to
is the most perfect lyric of modern literature.

RICHMOND .-X. RASCO: "YOU didn't get t h a t ; class." "Somebody didn't get
that tho' he's trying to as hard as he can." "That's a good question and you
want to know the law on it; here is 3'our answer."
WILLIAM Y . MICKLE: "I have been trying to instill in these students a
few business principles." "With a trial balance of $2,545. I have $15,000 on
deposit. Wish I did."
DANIEL J. BLOCKER : "Yes, and no." "Name all the philosophers from
Aristotle to Kant." I can't. "We have no moral right to be any less moral
than we are capable of being." "I want you to write me a term paper on 'The
Reasoning P r o c e s s . ' " "What's your major premise?"
WILSON G. S . LOWE: "I have framed 231 questions in this lesson, I have
25 here in one paragraph." "A man died out at Levenworth a few years ago
?nd left his will unsigned. Was that will good?"

13
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IRVING C . STOVER: "People, are you willing to work for me this morning?" "Ah ah, ah, ah, cupped tongue, exhale quickly drawing up the uvula
and exercising the diaphragm."
•• LITCHFIELD COLTON: ' T u r n that casting down on the big lathe." "Be sure
that you have all those measurements right before you ink that plate." "Get
off the field before you get hit with the ball."
EnwARD PARK BARRELL: "Yes, that's true." T h e volume which a given
m.ass of gaseous substance occupies is inversely proportional to the pressure
under which it is measured, provided the temperature remains constant.
HARRY DAVIS FLUHART: Expression is as changeful as the clouds that
move in mysterious majesty across the surface of a summer sky. .\nd yet
artists have caught expression and held it captive.
MARIE W A H L E : Que comptez-vous faire I'ete prochain?
allez a Paris? A vuestra salud.

Est-ce que vous

A N N I E NADINE HOLIJEN : Dum spiro, spero. Principia,
Suaviter in modo, fortiter in re. Finis coronat opus.

non homines.

FRANCIS MOORE JNIILLER: Audita querela. Capias ad respondendum. " T h e
declaration has been filed; what must you do? You come in and demur to his
declaration or you plea by way of traverse or by way of confession and avoidance."
EvAH ALMA BAKER : T heard a great rumble and then the strains of the
organ gradually died away.
ZoE VIRGINIA SINNOTT:

Then 1 heard a strain of music.
So mighty, so pure, so clear;
That my very sorrow was silent,
.A.nd my heart stood still to hear.
Chopin is often considered the most famous compo.'-.er for the piano. •
OLIVE BELL LORD:

D O , re, me, fa—

Listen to the mocking bird.

MABEL G L E N N : "I want nothing more like this to haiipcn at this table."
"Take this dictation." asdfg ;lkjh.
CARL TURNQUIST: "Cut those pieces out on the band saw and drill three
little holes in the end for your screws."
MARION POWELL CARSON : Too many cooks spoil the broth.
REBECCA M . PEEK : A stitch in time saves nine.
CLIFFORD B . ROSA : "The three dollars is for incidental fee."

JACOB A M O S CARPENTER

Candidate for Master of Arts
Mount Verde, Fla.
Kingwood College, B.S. ' i i .
Stetson Universitjs
LL.B. 'i8. Treasurer Junior Law Class '17. Attorney
Kent Club '17. President Senior Law Class '18. Assistant instructor '19.
Mr. Carpenter is not only quite a scientist and a \a\v^
yer but he is also a philosopher, and you would apj
ciate his lecture on "Fools and Philosophers."

I

EBSHIWIW
POSTGRADUATES

L I N T O N L A W COX

Candidate for Master of Science
Daytona. Florida
Stetson University, B.S. '19. President Alpha Phi
Epsilon Literary Society '18. Vice-President Varsity
Club '17. Le Cercle Francais '17. Secretary Y. M. C.
A. '18. President J u r i o r Class '18. Intra-mural Baseball '18. "As You Like It" '18. "Chimes of Normandy"
'18. "Priscilla" '19. "Romeo and Juliet" '19. Vesper
Choir '19. President Senior Class '19. Assistant instructor in Mathematics '19. U. S. N. R. F.
Mr. Cox is right on the job when it comes to science,
he has specialized in Chemistry and had the war continued a few months longer he would have had a commission as a graduate chemist in the Navy. He has
been offered several other good positions, one of which
he will probably accept this summer.
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OLGA R U T H

BOWEN

Candidate for Master of Arts
St. Cloud, Florida
Stetson University, A.B. 'i8. Alpha Xi Delta. Treasurer Eusophian Literary Society 'i6. Vice-President
Eusophian Literar\' Society 'i6. President Eusophian
Literary Society '17. Eusophian Champion Debating
Team '16. Social Committee Sophomore Class. Basket Ball '16, '17. Athletic " S " . Delta Psi Kappa. Y.
W. C. A.
Miss Bowen has been noted for her "pep" and determination ; and had you seen her during the Freshman-Sophomore Fight several years ago you would
have had ample proof of that fact. She is also quite an
orator and won a large silver cup several years ago in
a debating contest.
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HiHiro
SENIORS

^be Seniors' jFarewell
B Y HENRY

LOFQUIST.

"To leave thee, dear old Stetson,
Yet come what will, what'er betide,
T h o ' friends may fail, the world deride,
And all seem lost in broken pride;
There will with me for'er abide
Fond thoughts of thee, dear Stetson.
"I bid farewell to friends and foe
That I have met at Stetson,
The friends so true in weal or woe,
The friends of youth who really know
The passions of my heart. But, low,
I know not one to term my foe.
Among the folks at Stetson.
"For they are good, and they are kind,
W h o walk thy halls, dear Stetson,
And looking forward or behind
There are many things which do remind
Me of the pleasures I did find
Here in the halls, and they shall bind
My soul to thine, dear Stetson.
"Yes, now the swift school years are spent
And I must leave thee. Stetson,
T o earn my living, board and rent:
T o face life's task where'er I'm sent;
Obey commands— but ne-er repent
That long years, sweet with sentiment,
I've passed with thee, dear Stetson.

I

President Alpha Phi Epsilon Literary
Society 'i8.
Vice-President
Varsity
Club '17. Le Cercle Francais '17. Secretary Y. M. C. A. '18. President Junior
Class '18.
Intra-mural baseball '18.
"As You Like It" '18. "Chimes of Normandy" '18. ''Priscilla" '19. "Romeo
and Juliet" '19. Vesper Choir '19. .Assistant Instructor in ^flathematics '19.
U. S. N. R. F.
Full of wisdom but wants to get
Fuller. Linton Cox is cunning as a fox.

LILLIAN

PARKER

FULLER

Candidate for Bachelor of Arts
Chicago, Illinois
Alpha Xi Delta. Eusophian Literary'
Society '17, '18. Y. W. C. A. '17, '18.
Vesper Choir '19. Operetta "Priscilla"
'19. Treasurer Senior Class '19.
She observes Lent but likes
Linton
better. Lillian Fuller says a Ford's a
good puller.

SARAH ELIZABETH

GREGORY

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
DeLand, I'lorida
Delta Delta Delta. Eusophian Literary Society 'i6, '17. Y. W. C. A. '16,
'17. Athletic Association '16. Panhellenic .Association '17, '19. Secretary
Panhellenic Association '18. "Chimes
of Normandy" '18, "Priscilla" '19.
"Let's go to Daytona." Bachelor of
Science, and a Scientific Gardiner.

H E N R Y VICTOR LOFQUIST

Candidate for Bachelor of Arts
DeLand, Florida
Phi Kappa Delta. Alpha Phi Epsilon
Literary Society. President Stetson Literary Society '15.
President Senior
Academy Class '15. President Varsity
Club '16. Varsity Club Debating Team
'17.
President
Prohil)ition-Oratorical
Association '17.
Business
Manager
'"Oshihiyi" 'T8. "Chimes of Normandy"
'18. "Priscilla" '19. Inter-mural baseball. Treasurer Y. M. C. A. '18. U. S.
N. R. F.
"Heine" likes a soup bone, but he
loves the Marro7V.
Henry Lofquist gave his little Ford
Torcla
twist.
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R U T H FULTON HAYNES

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
DeLand. Florida
Pi Beta Phi. Delta Psi Kappa. VicePresident Business College Class '17.
President Athletic Association '17. Captain Girls' Basket Ball Team '17. Treasurer Panhellenic Association '19.
She plays Basket Ball with grit; but
plays another game with Sandy.
Ruth
Fulton Havnes has lots of brains.

EDNA M A E H E F N E R

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
St. Petersburg. Florida
Pi Beta Phi. Treasurer Class '16.
Treasurer Business College Class '17.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '16.
She says she is not a descendant of
Bismarck.

(pyp^

SENIORS

E U G E N E J E N N I N G S BUGG

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
Plant City, Florida
Phi Kappa Delta. President Varsity
Club '17. Editor-in-chief "Oshihiyi" '18.
Shakespearean Plav, "As You Like It"
'18. U. S. N. R. F .
He's got his degree, but still a little
Tutggy.
Eugene Bugg is the right man to hug.

A L I C E W I L L I A M S SARVEN

Candidate for Bachelor of Arts
St. Petersburg. Florida
Pi Beta Phi. President Eusophian
Literary Society '17. Critic Eusophian
Literarv Society '18.
Treasurer Y. W.
C. A. "'17. Y. W. C . A. Cabinet '18.
"Oshihiyi" Board '18. Treasurer Junior
Class '18. Vice-President Senior Class
'19. One year at Randolph-Macon.
Alice Sarven says she's not starvin';
she's naturally that way.

^ ^

BERNALYN M C B R I D E

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
Seville. Florida
Pi Beta Phi. Girls' Glee Club 'i6.
'"Mikado" '17. "Chimes of Normandy"
'18. "'Priscilla'' '19. "'Oshihiyi" Board
'18. Treasurer Le Cercle Francais '18.
Panhellenic Association '18, '19. Y. W.
C. A. '15, '16. Eusophian Literary Society '15, '16, '17. Athletic .Association
'15, '16.
Not Rockwood-Bride but Mc-Bride.
Yes. No.
Bernalyn McBride will tear off your
hide. For writing this.

CURTIS H .

GARDINER

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
Daytona, Florida
Phi Kappa Delta. Treasurer Freshman Class '16. Y. M. C. A. Varsity
Club. Intra-mural
Baseball. Varsity
Baseball '18, '19. Varsity Basket Ball
'16, '17. Captain Varsity Basket Ball '17.
Athletic " S " . U. S. N. R. F.
Baseball and Basket ball are not usually the activities of a Gardiner. Curtis
Gardiner wants a life partner.

SENIORS

CARL J. D I C K E Y

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
Bristol, Virginia
Phi Beta Psi. Intra-mural Baseball.
"Stiffy," sometimes called '"Adam."
Poison and jewels come in small packages.
If the original Adam was anything like this one most of his descendants have been slightly exaggerated.
The night of the shirt-tail parade Dickey
fell, but that wasn't the time he fell for
Phelps. Watch out for Dickey, he's a
little tricky.

W I L H E L M I N A BATES

Candidate for Bachelor of
Philosophy
Jacksonville, Florida
Pi Beta Phi. Basket Ball Team '15,
'16, '17. Athletic " S " . Delta Psi Kappa.
Secretary Girls' Athletic Association '16.
President Eusophian Literar\' Society
'19. Chairman Social Conunittee Senior
Class. "Mina."
Fellows, if you want to go fishing
here's the Bates; but we don't guarantee bites.
Wilhelmina Bates has lots of dates.^.,

3
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MIKITI

E D I T H SELTER

Candidate for Bachelor of Arts
Chica.go, Illinois
Eusophian Literary Society 'i6, '17.
University Recorder '18, '19.
"Stetson's Recording Angel." Students ! She's got \-our number whether
you think it ought to be AA or not.
Edith Selter says the record's out of
kelter.

E N I D REBECCA H E I N E

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
Winsor, Connecticutt
Y. W. C. A. '19. Eusophian Literary
Society '19.
It hath been said : '"Silence is Golden." Enid your a nugget.
Empty wagons make a lot of noise.
Enid don't make a lot of noise.
T h e r e f o r e : Enid is not an empty
wagon. Enid Meine, tho' small, is not
tiny.

III

MARY C R O Z E R ' H U L L E Y

Candidate for Bachelor of Arts
DeLand, Florida
Pi Beta Phi. Delta Psi Kappa. Busiless Manager Green Room Club 'i8.
secretary and Treasurer Green Room
" ^ l u b '19" Role in College Play '17, '18,
19. "Mikado" '17. "Chimes of Normandy" '18. "Priscilla" '19. Program
Manager Eusophian Literary Society '18.
Vice-President Athletic .Association '18.
Tennis Manager '18. Secretary Sophomore Class '18. Secretary Senior Class
'19. Vesper Choir '17, 'iS, '19.
" O h ! Let me do that." " O h ! Ain't that
cute!"
The Clyde Line may be all right but
she likes the Mallorv Line better. Good
Bye Stetson! Hello Radcliffe !

A R T H U R PRICHARD MOOR

Candidate for Bachelor of Science
.Atlanta, Georgia
Phi Kappa Delta. Epsilon Phi Delta.
President Alpha Phi Epsilon Literary
Society '19. Pianist and Reader Glee
Club '17. Secretary Deutsche Verein
'17 Class Reporter '17'. Program Manager Krucible Klub '18. Vesper Choir
'17, '18, '19. Secretary Varsity Club '17.
President Varsity Club '18. AssistantChimer '18, '19. Program Manager Y.
M. C. A. '18. President Y. M. C. A. '19.
President Green Room Club '18, '19.
"'Twelfth Night" '17. "As You Like It"
'18. "Romeo and Juliet" '19. "Eigensinn" '17. "Mikado'' '17. '"Chimes of
Normandy" '18. "Priscilla" '19. Varsity Club Debating Team'18. Assistant
Instructor of Mathematics '19. General
Secretary National .Alpha Phi Epsilon
Literary Society '18, '19. Delegate Blue
Yidge V. M. C. A. CQiiierence^S.-'r^P-Y^S t e t s i ^ .^r~A".^^ CT
_d Sergeant Stet^y^—_
Lieut. Stetson R. ^ ^
Play '19. UuivcrsiTy Quartet"^
Somewhat talented, .\rtlnir Nip'
honors galar-;

--^EV

-—^e Seniors Speah for XTbemselves
Public Opinion may adhere most religiously to the doctrine that one should
not talk too freely of himself or herself (of course we think it good ethics,
tho". to talk about others) ; but, as our good friend. Dean Carson, tells us,
there is something stronger, more imperative than Public Opinion. .And that
is—Truth. W e Seniors believe that this Truth should assert itself, and as
we are the only ones who can reveal it properly, you see the reason for our
writing about our Hopes, Intentions, and .Aspirations in regard to the future.
Therefore, for the information of all friends:
I, Linton L. Cox, do solemnly swear and affirm it to be my honest intention to benefit the world and serve my fellow men thru the medium of Chcmi.str\-. It is my sincere hope in the near future to get Fuller—and more intimate
knowledge of this great science, so that I may perform my obligation to the
world.
I, Mary C. Hulley, do intend to study and practice the art of speech,
action, and impersonation, so that I may some day appear behind the footlights
of the world's greatest theater; all for the glory of my .Alma Mater, the old
Green and White.
I, Eugene J. Bugg. faithfully promise the generation behind me that I will
do all in my power to secure justice for them in the courts of our land, and
in order to prepare myself for this holy labor it is my expectation to study
law at the University of Michigan next year.
(Ruth Haynes could not be induced to tell definitely what she intends to
do. W e have heard her say that she wants to be a housekeeper very badly, but
since she came to Florida the "prospect" is absolutely '"sandy.")
We, the undersigned, make it krown to our undergraduates that we have
decided to become teachers, for the i)nrpose of bringing up "our hoys" in the
way

they should go.

M I N A BATES,
ALICE SARVEN.

I, Arthur P. INIoor, shall take an intensive course in the music schools of
the north, that I may be qualified to be a great leader of my country, when
occasion calls.
"To be, or not to be" Lillian Fuller is my great perplexity, but I've about
decided to be Lillian Fuller not much longer.
We, Enid Heinie and Edith S°Her shall devote our lives to the securing
for ourselves and sisters our full right to vote for Dr. Hulley to be our next
Governor.
(Elizabeth Gregory could not be induced to write about herself, but we
understand that she doesn't like the idea of beihg a farmerette so has decided
to be a gardiner. Henry Lofquist is another modest one, but from the fact
that he is always singing old ballads like, "In the Blue Mountains of Virginia,"
and "Carry me back to old Virginia," we take it he aspires to be an opera
singer.)
T,. Bernalyn McBride, intend to devote my time to the writing of plays,
appropriate for college Seniors to present before their friends.
We, Edna Hefner, Curtis Gardiner, and Carl Little Dickey, inform the
school body that it isn't any of their business what we are gnipg t " ^ o ^ ^ y ^ ' ^
they really want to know, we will tell them that we shall g o J t ^ ^ ^ t w a H e T T o <
the benighted peoples of Germany.
-;,
J^^^T^^^^^^^^^
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JUNIORS
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HIHITK
JUNIORS

Bessie Tate, High Point, N. C.
Here's to her career in the business world.

Ruth McNefiF, DeLand. Fla.
1 alk, ye gods, how she can talk

Eva Welsh, Eaton. Ohio.
She's tall but she can stand Moor.

32

Virginia Marrow, Union Level, Va.
I wonder how she likes riding in someone's
Ford.

Oren Bassett, St. Petersburg, Fla.
He told me he likes Polka-dots.

Margaret Woodall, DeLand, Fla.
"Well, Debie is good company, anyway." Yes,
that may be so, but how about the Lieutenant ?

1_
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JUNIORS

]\Iaribel Radford, Hopkinsville, Ky.
They say she goes "Bugg"y riding.

Lulu Coberly. DeLand. Fla.
She doesn't talk nnich, but when she doe.s—!

Mildred Byers, Franklin, Ind.
"I can't wait till I get home to Joe."

34
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JUNIORS

Anna May Porter, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Say, did you ever see her blush?

Ethel Rumney, Leland, 111.
One of the pillars of Chaudoin.

Carmen Ericson, Miami, Fla.
Her Specialty—marines.

5%.
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JUNIORS

Lillian Carlton, Ft. Alyers, Fla.
She is surely a sleepy-head on Sundays.

Marion Hanne, Jacksonville, Ma.
In her time a gay life she's led,
But now she's ready to settle down with Ted.

Ejda Stenwall, Miami, Fla.
"Why don't you speak for yourself. Jolm?"

^^*^t3
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JUNIORS

Gertrude Cain, DeLand, Fla.
If that cain was su^ar she sure would be sweet.

Charles Limpus, DeLand, Fla.
He toots his own horn.

G. Medwin Peek, DeLand, Fla.
I-Ie's an O. H. R. all right.

37

Wasn't it pleasant, O school-mate of mine,
In the College days of the lost sunshine
Of youth—when the Summer's vacation was thru,
And the friends at home we'd bid adieu,
And we went back again, " me and you,"
Back at old Stetson U.
It all comes back so clear today!
T h o ' I am miles and miles away.
There is the same old Elizabeth Hall,
W i t h e the chimes and the ivy on the wall
W h e r e the profs delighted to flunk us all,
Back at old Stetson U.
Then the Science Hall with the old wood-shop,
And old DeLand Hall with the bell on t o p ;
Stetson Hall with its famous Ell—ah, m e !
Wasn't it good for a fellow to see—
And wasn't it good for a fellow to be
Back at old Stetson U.
And Conrad Hall with the same old boys,
With its fun, its laughter, its shouts and noise.
And now and then some rat we met,
W h o always saluted or knew what he'd get;
These old memories stay with me yet.
Back at old Stetson U.
And old Chaudoin Hall in the cool shade
Of the whispering pines—where "cases" are m a d e ;
W h e r e beautiful lasses and dames are kept;
W h e r e the Dean of Women with anger slept.
A n d the ladies grumbled, and laughed, and wept.
Back at old Stetson U.

Sophomore Class
Class Colors:

Royal Purple and Gold.
OFFICERS

ROBERT
HARRY

WELSH

PRESIDENT

STARBIRD

VICE-PRESIDENT

C A T H E R I N E BEERS

SECRETARY

OLIVE ( B O B ) KRUSE

TREASURER

CLASS R O L L
JACK AVRACH—C'est moi.
CATHERINE BEERS—Where is Wendell today, Cat-in-rums?
HERLDON BOWEN—"Ohio Wesleyan is some school."
MARJORIE BRYAN—""Cocoa" is quite dramatic.
A N N I E CAMERON—Watchful Waiting.
M.A.RI0N CoLLARD—Miss Marion of the Cabbage Patch.
JULIANA COLLINS—Judy says: "'Honey begins with H-o-n."
ELIZABETH DADE—Walking Encyclopedia.
LORENZO GEIGER—'"Deacon." "What do you think about it?"
K.\THRYN GIFFORD—Panlova the Second.
WEBB HELM—""Preacher Bill." "Yes, I'm always right."
LOUISE J A C K M . \ N — M e and my Maxwell.
BLANCHE KLICKER—Puff! She is gone!
OLIVE KRUSE—"Bob." My kingdom for a H o r s e ( y ) .
LAUIS M.WFIELD—Texas Ranger.
ESTHER NEWTON—"Buy a ticket."
GORDON NORTHROP—Love me, love my motorcycle.
MONROE PATCH—Wine, Elizabeth, and horses ( K e n t u c k y ) .
CECIL RAMSD.\LL—'"You'll have to wait till she comes down."
WENDELL RASCO—Beers for two years, and not stewed yet.
E M M A J A N E ROWE—"Is Limpus back?"
LOIS SELF—I've found my love.
HARRY STARBIRD—This is Harry not Harris.
MERLE STEVENS—Soft pedal, please.
NELLIE STEVENS—.Angel ( ? ) .
BEATRICE TANNER—Not Tan, but red.
DOROTHY V A N VALKENBERG—Now you see O r e n ; now you don't.
ROBERT W E L S H — W o r l d l y Wise—Whew!
KATHERINE W H I T T Y — W h e n shall it be?
HELEN WOODARD—AA's (Real stuff, no bluff).
COLLINS W Y A T T — " N o w you see, it's just this way."
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IDirtus Semper IDiribus
By JACK A. AVRACH
A somewhat joyous hour like this.
Tells me it would not be amiss
To speaJv some honest words of cheer.
And place it in our souvenir.
For through my young life I have sailed
Where raging tempests have prevailed.
I spent most all my days in school
And kept a thinking I was a fool.
But as the years swept swiftly by,
Life beamed with more tranquil eye.
And, with each swift returning day
Poured out her gifts to smooth my way.
It is a pleasant cast of thought
To live for purpose, where our lot
Finds compensation every hour
In some detail of life—a power,
The child of wisdom always heeds
When he life's puzzling riddle reads.
Oh! but Nature is peculiar, too.
She aids us, but aemands her due.
F a r better live like some still clam
Than have your life a life of sham.
The world needs men and women brave,
Who learn to conquer and to save.
And thus life is but an ocean trip,—
The massive infinite surrounds the ship,
And while earth is a halting place.
A little spot far out at sea,
We take our lead unconsciously,
And act our noblest in the race.
All turns out well—flesh has pains,
The spirit, more triumphant, reigns.
But growth, that God-essential thing,
Is ever with us on the wing;
And though a million years may fly,
Progression is our firm ally.
Onward and upward from the sod,
Onward and upward unto God.
Yes, here's the crowning glory, then,
God in the soul abides with men.
And though thoughts difEer, and disease
Is borne upon the hurrying breeze,
And pessimistic vapors fly.
And mar the glories of our sky,
And fools go reasoning all round
That man ends life within the ground.

No greater truth dawns on mankind
That this—man was for life designed;
That here we j u s t begin to frame
Our alphabet; and as we came
Unconscious of our hour of birth
So falls our dress; but all the worth
Of mind and genius brighter glows.
The mind triumphant o'er its woes.
Goes soaring on its upward plane
Not a spectator to remain
In but one field, but tour abroad
And view the harvest field of God.
Instinct—how beautiful the thought!
A planetory need; and wrought
By Nature everywhere we go
TiU Reason's aid asserts her glow,
And shines with lustre more intense
From past life and experience.
The spirit flies and takes the dress
Material in her waiting place,
Consorts awhile, then, as she flings
Her mantle down, she gaily sings
Of mansions on her way,
Where she may make a fitting stay.
Analogy, too. has her say;
From watching Nature's common way.
While on the leaves of sacred lore
This precious thought Is found in store.
And, of course, some theory there Is here.
But better this than tons of beer,
That empty heads keep pouring in,
And make this world as black as sin.
And of course the world is filled with fools.
Bad habits are their sharpest tools.
J u s t true to Nature—with no fear
Now, but a word—be plain, sincere
That circumstances will make you poor
You carry this within, and more.
That bids you live a wise, wise life.
While sailing through the floods of strife.
.This is your warrant, this your claim;
The fight and friction are the game.
And we can win it, and sail on,
And never say our work is done—
No, never! In the vast, profound
Eternal life and joy are found.
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FRESHMEN

JFvesibmen Class
CLASS COLORS:
CLASS F L O W E R :

CL.\SS MOTTO :

Black and Gold.

Black-eyed
Sol Semper

Susan.
Lucit.

OFFICERS.
ROBERT

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

ATKISSON

ROSCOE BRADDOCK
EVELINA HARRIS
LOIS T O W N S E N D

CLASS ROLL.
Catherine Alldis
Robert Atkisson
Ruth Bates
Amelia Boor
Roscoe Braddock
Evelyn Dougherty
Edward Gilliland
May Haigh
Evelyn Harris
William Howard

Laura Mae Lewis
Edward Lofberg
William McBride
Elizabeth Moseley
Elita Padgett
Eula Parker
Martha Moore Patrick
Helen Phelps
Elgin Pierce
Charlotte Prosser

Herbert Sanderson
James Shuman
Olof Stenwall
Marguerite Straw
Lady Lois Townsend
Vanita Trombley
Constance Vercoe
Edna Verco
Merle Whitlock
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Senior Bcabem^ Class
CLASS F L O W E R :

Violets.

OFFICERS.
JACK HAYS

President

G L Y N N O W E N RASCO

Vice-President

Secretary and
Business

THEODORE H O N
DOROTHY KLOCK

Treasurer
Manager

CLASS ROLL.
Edna Ace
Thelma Adams
Nina Bizzell
Virginia Bow
Joyce Bowen
Vivian Erickson
Elizabeth Green

Florine Harper
Jack Hays
Theodore H o n
Dorothy Klock
William Ladd
Walter Lipfert
Edward Lovell
Grace Pursell

Glynn Owen Rasco
Louise Shedden
McKinstry Simmons
Ada Stallings
Christiana Stokley
Edgar Wells
Evald Peterson

C?^^^^^^;^^.^ _^..-:?^'^>>^-^,^--^^.^.^
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Business Collecje 1918=1019
CLASS O F F I C E R S .
OLIVE M . P H I L L I P S
FLOYD MURRAY

Secretary

GRETCHEN KRUSE

President
/ 'ice-President
aiid Treasurer

ROLL OF STUDENTS.
Mary Adams (Graduate)
Nell Booth (Graduate)
Louise Bosanquet (Graduate)
Lucile Boyer (Graduate)
iMarjorie Bryan
L. C. Bryan (Graduate)
Stella Cairns
Lillian Carlton (Graduate)
Geo. W. Cave
Ashley Cawthon (Graduate)
Robert Clayton
Neal Coberly
D. D. Colley (Graduate)
John H . Cooper (Graduate)
Ira H. English (Graduate)
Gordon Finley
Aileen Flood
Marie Flood
Frank M. Gale (Graduate)
Ben L. Gregory
Daniel Greenburg
Henry Grimes
Gwendolyn Hall
Edna Hefner
Lane Jennings
-Mrs. C. B. Jenkins
Louise Johnson
Virginia Johnston
Chas. Klicker

Gretchen Kruse (Graduate)
Thos. M. Lambert (Graduate)
C. O. Langston, Jr.
Virginia Lufsey (Graduate)
C. Rouss jMa\'
Bryan McCuUough
Floyd Murray (Graduate)
Eulee Parker
Mrs. A. B. Peterson
OHve M. Phillips (Graduate)
Jane Phillips (Graduate)
Sadie Porter (Graduate)
Latitia Ramsey
Ralph Roberts
Mrs. R. P. Robbins
Thos. D. Roland
Eva Belle Russell
Blanche M. Schulze
Beatrice Sessions
James Shuman
J. G .Smith
Samuel Snook
Herman Skipper
W m . T. Stephens
Bessie V. Tate (Graduate)
John P. Tatum
Mrs R. B. Wight
Essie Whittle
Parke Winters •
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BSHIHIYE
BUSINESS COLLEGE

H Business Colleoe Jarce
A C T I.
Time, the present. One early day in .April
Costumes a little ahead of the time.
CAST.
The Teacher
The Flirt
Kid Murry
A Friend of the College
His Wife
The School Pest
The Landlady

Mabel Glenne.
Marie .Adamses
Floyde Murrie
Ira Englishe
Ovillett Phillips
J. Humpback Coopre
Louise Bosanquack

CHORUS GIRLS.
Virgia Johnston, Lillian Carlton, Locile Boyre, Marie Floods.
BALLET DANCERS.
Janese Phillipses, Miss Wittle, Gethence Cruise.
T h e curtain rises. Marie is sharpening her pencil by the window. (Enters
Kid Murry.) Looking toward Marie he calls: "Hello, Adamses, old girl."
Marie—Who said you could call me Adamses? It is Miss .Adamses. (Murrie moves over to the window and places his arm around her.) You stop that.
Oh, Miss Glenne is coming, she does not allow this.
(Enters the pest.) Hello, Marie, old girl. I catch you again with Murrie.
(Murrie throws a short-hand book at the pest. The pest retires to his
seat.) ( T h e door is opened very softly and Miss Glenne enters very softly.)
Murrie still has his arm around Marie and Miss Glenne sees it. (Miss Glenne
is an elderly spinster who wears pink and lilac, wears her hair done in knots
on top of her head.) "Mr. Murrie and Miss Adams," she calls, "you just
stop that awful behavior at once; you know I don't approve of it and take
your seats at once, and don't you leave them once."
The Pest—Miss Glenne, they do that all the time. Gee. you ought to see
what I have seen, you must be getting blind, that is nothing new.
Teacher—Mr. Coopre, this is none of your business, so hush talking.
The Pest to the Others—You better stop your love affairs in here as you
see you get me into trouble, so cut the rough stuff right away.
The Kid—Shut up, Coopre. No remarks from the peanut gallery (a
smothered laugh is heard from the direction of Marie—the flirt).
Teacher—All you take your proper seats, it is time for classes.
Pest—Please stop Marie sticking me with pins, this ain't the first time.
Teacher—Cut that everlasting talk out and get to work at once.
Enters the Landlady—Good morning to you all. Miss Glenne, I have
come for the rent which has been due for some time, and also to complain
about the noise up here. The ceiling of my room is badly cracked.
Pest—Oh! Miss Bosanquack, it must resemble your head.
Landlady—You are the one that is causing the noise down here, you petrified ostrich, you just cut this racket out. You understand?
Teacher—Miss Bosanquack, here is your rent. Good m Q m i x i g . ^ ( L g « d ^
lady leaves.)
Teacher—Mr. Coopre, I have told you for the last t i m e ^ a J ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ e ^ i ^ e K r
get quiet and stay quiet. Not another word from yQifc^tttgrngjiring.
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Pest—Then I don't have to recite—that is good, for I do not know my lesson this morning very well.
Kid Murrie—That is fine, no more out of you this morning, good. (There
is heard a knock on the door—Miss Glenne goes to it and opens it, and admits
Mr. Englishe and his wife, who are friends there.)
Mrs Englishe—I have just dropped in for a few minutes to tell you a surprise we have planned for you all tonight. We have arranged with some of
the girls of the Business Seminary to come over tonight and act like chorus
girls and ballet dancers for you all. Then afterwards, we have planned for
light refreshments for the crowd.
Pest—I am strong for the eats, so I won't eat any supper tonight.
Teacher—Mr. Coopre, leave the room at once for your rudeness to our
guests, and don't return till they leave—go at once.
Mrs. Englishe—Miss Glenne, I know that you will allow us to do this
for the students. Will you not?
Teacher—Yes, under the circumstances I will permit it this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Englishe—Thank you very much. We will be around this
evening about 8, with the girls. Good day to you all. (They leave.)
( T h e pest enters the room again from the open window and takes his seat
and pretends to get very busy with his shorthand.)
Teacher—What letters do we have today's lesson in shorthand?
Marie—Letters 24-25 on page 64 of the Iwok, Miss Glenne. (Miss Glenne
dictates the letter to them, when through asks if they can translate it into
English.)
Pest—Oh, Miss Glenne, let me read first, please do.
Teacher—.Ml right, Mr. Coopre, you may read first this time. (Pest begins—Dear S i r : Please send us—).
Teacher—Is that send? It is ship. (This kind of recitation follows to
the end; when finished Miss Glenne says: "Mr. Coopre, don't you ever come
to this class again with such a lesson as you had today, you undersand? To
the rest of you. Your conduct this morning reminds me of a class of primary
children, you make me feel ashamed of you all." She then leaves the room
for another class.)
Pest—Oh, Kid iMurrie, I guess T will study now and you all will behave
yourselves better in the future.
Marie—If I had been Miss Glenne' T would have just chased you out of
town. Oh. it is awful how you cut up at times.
Pest—She would have a job. for my legs are longer than hers.
Kid Murrie—Yes, you long-legged galoot, shut up.
Pest—Go to
where you belong—go home.
Kid Murrie—T don't go to your house when \ou are not there, and besides, your mother threw dishes at me the last time I was there.
Pest—Is that so? When I was there last, your father told me that all Ins
family had the rooms and that there was not any room for _me. (The bell
rings for dinner—all the students rush out of the room for dinner.)
The End.
All rights are reserved.

Heavy penalty for appropnatmg

This Farce was written by
J. H U M P H R E Y S C O O P E R
.April 4th, IQIQStudent of the Stetson Business College in the year Ninet^:
and Nineteen,
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Although the usual Glee Clubs were not organized this 3'ear,
yet Stetson has not lacked for music in either (|uality or quantity.
The Vesper Choir, under the skillful direction of Miss Olive
B. Lord, instructor in voice, had a year of complete success, rendering at each and every \^esper service on Sunday afternoon a
beautiful musical program. These programs reached the height
of their splendor on Easter Sunday, when the last of the \^esper
services was held.
J\Iiss Eva Baker, instructor in pipe-organ, opened the program with a masterful rendition of "Easter Morning." by Mailing.
The unusual combination of harp and flute followed. ''The
Palms," by Faura, played by Miss Lane and Mr. Price. Miss
Lane's harp solo was one of the sweetest numbers on the program.
Miss Ejda Stenwall sang, "Open the Gates of the Temple," by
Knapp, with full rich resonant tones and gave true religious interpretation of the number. Miss Stenwall was accompanied by
Miss Lane on the harp, and Mr. Katz on the violin.
No Easter program is complete without Handel's great solo,
"I Know that My Redeemer Liveth;" ]\[rs. LI. Blaine Peacock, an
Alumnus of Stetson, sang the solo with sweet, true dignity which
this solo calls for, and seldom has her powerful \oice been heard
to better advantage. The latter part (^f the program was "The
Resurrection" and "The Ascension," from the "Redemption," by
Gounod. The soprano solos to "The Redemption" were sung by
Mrs. Louise Watts Miller, a graduate of Stetson Conservatory
of Music. Mr. Irving C. Stover and Mr. G. Monroe Patch sang
the duets in fine voices. The trios and quartets as sung by Miss
Stenwall, Miss Siviter, Miss Cain and Miss Glenn were charming.
Mis Zoe Virginia Sinnott, instructor in piano, was at her best in
the piano selections.
The operetta "Priscilla," put on during the Winter Term, by
the Green Room Club, was a great success, wnth Miss Stenwall as
Priscilla, the leading lady.
A Stetson orchestra, led by Harry Katz, violinist, rendered
beautiful music at the different plays and entertainments.
There has been several famous quartets at Stetson, but per-_ ^
haps none have attained so much favor on the c^^^rS'^^s^XliC-^^J ~^—^
Waiter Boys' Quartet, in its numerous serenailes^^dQlmtidoiC^
^-^^"^
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EJDA STENWALL
Miami. Florida
Graduate in Voice
Miss Stenwall has been the leading soloist for the
Vesper Choir for the past two years. The full rich resonant tones of her iDeautiful voice attracted wide public
attention in the "Chimes of Normandy," given at Stetson
last year. She came before the public this year as Priscilla, the leading lady in the operetta "Priscilla," by which
the public was greatly charmed. She is also noted for her
oratorio work.
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Mome Economics
Dear

Editor:

The course in Home Economics offers instruction in both
theory and practice in subjects fundamental to a competent
knowledge of Domestic Science and Domestic Art.
All this means that by the time a two years' course is finished, we are the best cooks and dressmakers there are to be
found. Our liiscuits, bread, pies and cakes and all the other
things we make, can really l)e eaten, and nobody is made sick,
either. You just ask someone who has attended our luncheons and see what remarks they make about our cookery.
And our dresses—they can be worn with the greatest of
ease and comfort, beauty and grace. Then, too, we learn all
about the kinds of cloths and where they come from; the
meaning of colors and how to use them; about our homes and
how to furnish them suitably and beautifully. There is a
great deal more that we accomplish that can never be told, but
that you must see for yourself.
Very trtily yours,
Evalena Dougherty,
Annie Cameron,
Elizabeth Moseley,
Eleta Padgett,

Marion Hanne,
Leah Bauman,
Martha Moore Partrick,
Marguerite Straw.
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Hn IHour
B Y J . HOWARD

CARPENTER,

Junior Law, '19.
I've resting been for one full weighty hour—
A space of time so great, that idly spent,
Can never be o'erbridged by future toil;
When rightly, growing into years of grand results.
And yet—so small it is, that unperceived,
'Tis shuttled thro' the hoary warp of "Time,"
And lost it seems to him who wove it in.
But 'tis not t h u s : the weaver may forget;
But work well done will pay a thousand-fold;
And some day, when the tempests howl him round,
And all seems cold and drear and desolate,
This little thread—this hour long forgot,
If, woven well, will prove a flaxen cord
T o draw him from the whirlpool of despair;
But if with careless hand, 'twill break itself,
And rend what was, perhaps, a better warp.
W e all are weavers: and our work shall be
Examined by the ever watchful eye
Of Him, who notes a sparrow's fall to earth,
And counts the very hairs upon our heads.
And with the hand that decks the lily fair,
H e will our work unravel, and sure, find
Each faulty thread—each hour thrown away—
Or dyed, perchance, in sin's dark stagnant pool.
Which will the whole a tinge pernicious give.
And lose to us the labor of long years.
Our lives are looms;—our talents form the warp,
The woof is spun from many precious h o u r s ;
O, let us catch each minute as it comes.
And weave it, spotless, into virtue's w a r p ;
And then our King shall say, when H e returns
T o judge the world in truth and righteousness,
"Well done, thou faithful servant; this, thy web.
Perfection is; and henceforth thou shalt wear
A garment royal—not like earthly robes—
Of texture fine, and purple, red and gold;
But washed to snowy whiteness in my blood.
And on thy head shall rest the victor's crown;
And thou shalt take a scepter in thine hand,
And over many things prefer thy rule,
Because in few things thou wert diligent."
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SENIOR LAW

ERSKINE W . LANDIS

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
DeLand, Florida
Sigma Nu. Phi Alpha Delta. Kent
Club. Sergeant-at-arms Kent Club 'i8.
Vice-president Kent Club '19. President Senior Law Class 'i9- 2d Lieut.
Stetson R. O. T. C. '19.
"Hooks" says, have mercy on a married man. With his great opportunities
we have no doubt that "Hooks" will
soon be one of the most prominent attorneys in the State.

W.

ILvROLD

WIL.SON

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Miami, Florida
Sigma Nu. Phi Alpha Delta. Green
Room Club. Secretary and Treasurer
Junior Law Class '18. Reporter Senior
Law Class '19. President Kent Club '19.
Stetson Four-minute Speaker. "As You
Like It" '18. "Romeo and Juliet" '19.
"A Pair of Sixes" '18. "It Pays to Advertise" '19. "Priscilla" '19.
"Little Wilson" is quite an actor and
always speaks for himself.
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DOUGL.VS ROSEBOROUGH, A . B .

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
DeLand, Florida
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Phi Beta Psi. Phi Alpha Delta. Stetson University A.B. 'i8. Stetson Literary Society. Varsity Club. Kent Club.
Y. M. C. A. Intra-mural Baseball.
Tennis. Editor "Oshihivi" '17. U. S.
N. R. F.
"Dug" with eight years of training at
Stetson and two degrees, will have no
trouble in making Bee Culture a success.

J O H N D . HARRIS

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
St. Petersburg. Florida
Sigma Nu. Phi Alpha Delta. Kent
Club. President Kent Club '19. Intramural Baseball. Captain Stetson R. O.
T. C. '19.
"John D." has already met with many
successes and we know that he will meet
with manv more.

HENRY

HARRIS

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
St. Petersburg, Florida
Sigma Nu. Phi Alpha Delta.
Club. U. S. N. R. F.
"Henry" is sharp and keen, with a
sense of quaint irresistible humor that
will grip the jury and enable him to win
his case.

HAKKV

K.VTZ

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Jacksonville, Florida
Phi Kappa Delta. Phi Alpha Delta.
President Junior Law Class 'i8. Kent
Club '17, '18, '19. Captain Law Baseball.
Captain Phi Kappa Delta Baseball.
Varsitv Baseball '17. Captain Varsitv
Baseball '18, '19.
" H a r r y " is not only one of the best
twirlers Stetson ever had, but a violinist and a prospective attorney.

REUBEN M .

PRICE

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
DeLand, Florida
Phi Alpha Delta. Kent Club.
"Judge" is a firm believer in Democracy. And will always weigh the evidence before rendering his decision.

T H O M A S L . JACKSON

fp

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
DeLand, Florida
Sigma Nu. Phi Alpha Delta.
Club. U. S. N. R. F .
" T o m " don't saj- much, but you see
his wife won't let him.

W'li.LiL.v.M L .

PENCKE

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Tampa, i^lorida
Sigma Nu. Phi .-Mpha Delta. Glee
Clul) '17. Critic Kent Club '17. President Green Room Club '17, '18. College
Plays '18, 'iQ. Shakespearean Plays '17,
'19. Secretary Junior Law Class '17.
Kent Club Debating Team '17. Vesper
Choir. "Priscilla" '19. Dean of Men's
Dormitories '17. Captain Stetson Cadets '17. 2d. Lieut. Stetson R. O. T. C.
'19"Pencke" is not only Stetson's best
actor and law student, but has been declared Stetson's best all-around-man.
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T H O M A S BUTLER DOWDA

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Palatka, Florida
Phi Beta Psi. Y. M. C. A. Kent Club.
Collegiate Staff. Intra-Mural Baseball.
Representative State Y. M. C. A. Conference Stetson University '17. Attorney Kent Club '19. "Priscilla" '19. "It
Pays to Advertise" '19. Captain Stetson
R. O. T. C.
" D o w d a " : "This is the law on it, and
I know that I am right."
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EVAN T . EVANS
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Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Jacksonville, Florida
Phi Beta Psi. Phi Alpha Delta. Kent
Club. Y. M. C. A.. Critic Kent Club
•18.

"Sister Evans" can fool some of the
women all the time; fool all of them
some of the time, but he can't fool all
the women all the time.

DSHIKIin
SENIOR LAW

J. KINDRED, A.B., 'SL.D.
Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
New York, N. Y.

DR. J O H N

fr

Phi Alpha Delta. University of Virginia A. B. Edinburgh University M. D.
"Dr. Kindred" has not only been a
member of Congress and a physician,
but is now an attornev-at-law.

M R S . J O H N J. KINDRED.

A.B.

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
New York, N. Y.
Vassar College A. B.
"Mrs. Kindred" is a great favorite of
the Doctor's.
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A B E ARONOVITZ

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Key West, Florida
Secretary-Treasurer Kent Club 'i
Kent Club Debating Team 'i8. Intramural Baseball 'i8. Stetson S. A. T. C.
Stetson R. O. T. C.
"Abe" is sincere and full of determination. "Gentlemen of the j u r y : You
must bring in a verdict of guilty."
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Guss R I P P A
Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Tampa, Florida
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Secretary-Treasurer Kent Club 'i7Vice-President Junior Law Class 'i8.
Business College Graduate 'iS. Stetson
S. A. T C. Stetson R. O. T. C.
"Guss" is always happy, and so is
"Jennie."

EBSKIHIin
SENIOR LAW

J O H N JMOORE JMURRELL

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Sanford, Florida
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Phi .Alpha
Delta. One year at LIniversity of Florida. Tw^o years at Stetson University.
Kent Club. Assistant Instructor Military Science and Tactics. 2d Lieut. Infantry U. S. Army.
"Johnny" is not only bright and witty,
but the girls think him handsome. W e
are proud of "Johnny," not only on account of his looks but because of the
service he rendered his countrv.

HER.\L\N H .

MOIIR

Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Apalachicola, Florida
Phi Beta Psi. Kent Club. Collegiate
Staff.
Intra-mural Baseball. Varsity
Baseball. U. S. Naval Aviator.
"Mohr" says if a man's got anything
in him, a few loops in the air will bring
it out.
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Now that we have finished our prescribed law course and
thereby have learned all the law to be learned, nothing now remains for us to do but apply our legal knowledge and reap immense financial rewards. As we stand on the topmost pinnacle of
success and gaze out into the vast field of practicing attorneys and
compare their insignificant knowledge of the law with ours, we
cannot but attain an attitude of complete self-confidence and determination to immediately rise to the uppermost position in the
valley of accomplishments. We have mastered Common Law and
Equity Pleading and Practice, Evidence naturally comes easy, and
we can define and discuss fully anything from an "Infamous
Crime" to the "Rule in Shelly's case."
Ere we start out into the world to set our individual marks,
it probably would not be amiss to leave with our dear friends some
information regarding some of our notables. The first comes to
us in the form of a decision handed down by Judge Price at a recent sitting in Moot Court. The cold-hearted judge decreed that
Evans (Sister) should suffer the extreme penalty of losing his
lower left rib. the e.Kecution of the judgment to take place at Jacksonville. T^'lorida, the early ]iart of June, 1919.
It has l)een'pre-arranged 1)y the members of the law class of
nineteen that there shall be a general uplift in this State, to commence as soon as school closes for the year. To carry out this
great work the members will scatter over the entire State: Aronovitz, Katz and Evans will go to Jacksonville; Pencke and Rippa to
Tampa, the Harris l:)rothers to St. Petersburg; Wilson to Miami;
Murrell to the Celery City, where he will earnestly fight against the
soulless corporation until it shall cease to operate in the State;
Dowda to Palatka; Mohr to Pensacola; Jackson and Landis will
remain in the city of DeLand, while Roseborough and Smith will
take care of all other parts of the State not covered by the above
committee-men.
Judge Price will sit on the Supreme Court bench of Illinois,
while Dr. Kindred will again represent and serve his people in the^
United States Senate.

^1

CoLviN PARKER

St. Cloud, Florida
Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Two years at Stetson. Graduating
1920. Critic Kent Club '17. Secretary
and Treasurer Kent Club '18. "As You
Like It" '18.
"The Major's Pet."

EDWARD E L L I S LOCK

DeLand, Florida
Candidate for Bachelor of Laws
Two years at Stetson. Graduating
1920. Attorney Kent Club '19. Adam
in "As You Like it" '18.
"The Parcels Post."
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BY

J . LIOW.\RD CARPENTER,

Junior Law '19.
And art thou free again sweet nightingale?
And did thy heart go with thee in thy flight?
And is thy song attuned to grander scale?
And is thy bosom throbbing with delight?
Is there no minor chord in thy glad song,
In memory of him who loved thee so?
W h o loves thee still; who never meant thee wrong;
Whose hand broke down the bars and let thee go?
A r t thou completely happy, though afar
From him who sits in loneliness and night;
Still waiting, watching for the morning star,
T o flood his heart and heaven again with light?
Ah, thou canst never know, what he has known,
Of midnight vigils, penitence and prayer;
With other songsters round him—yet alone—
Because the One szveet singer was not there.
The door is open still for thy return;
The nestlings need the shelter of thy wings;
T h e rose leaves fall and -cover deep the urn—
Because the mother-bird no longer sings.
Some day, when thou shalt find thy freedom pall
Upon thy spirit,—so long linked with his;
And, through the distance, hear his plaintive call;
Reminding thee of other days of bliss,—
Wilt thou not spread thy pinions quick in flight,
Nor hear, nor heed a single plea to rest;
'Till thou shalt bear back to him peace and light,
And find thy truest freedom on his breast.
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Junior ILaw Class
MOTTO :

Altius

FLOWER:

Red

COLORS:

et

Altins.

rose.

Garnet and

Orange.

OFFICERS.
JAMES C . ROGERS
GEORGE L .

President

Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

RUTHERFORD

PASCH-\L C. REESE

J.

HOWARD CARPENTER

ROLL
S. Bernard Berk
James C. Rogers
Richard M. Baker
Gardner J. Gingras
Paschal C. Reese
Theo. M. Howell
Morgan Alderman
John G. Ainsworth
George L. Rutherford
Capt. Henry M. St. Cyr
Edwin I. Osteen
Thornton T. Marshall
John Ziegler
J. Howard Carpenter
C. Marie Healy
Sophia R. Sklar

Ah ! But a man's reach
Should exceed Ijis grasp,
Or what's a Heaven for?
—Browning.
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pbi Beta lp»si
Organized 1912.
COLORS : Lavender and Pink
FLOWER : Szceet Peas.

HONORARY MEMBER
:Maj. W. G. S. Lowe.

A C T I V E I N I T I A T E S . 1918-1919.
D. Douglas Roseborough
H a r r y V. Starbird
Thos. B. Dowda
Evan T. Evans
D. Guy Allen*
James C. Rogers

Jack A. Avrach
Richard H. Whipple
Virgil F Smith
Carl J. Dickey
Oren V. Bassett
Herman F. Mohr

PLEDGES.
Benjamin W. Ketchum
Theodore S. Brooks
*Deceased.
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McKinstry M. Simmons
Joseph S. Laing*
Richard M. Baker
Richardson L. Stanly
William Paynter
Edward T. Ilighsmith
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Hn flUemoriam
SERGEANT PAUL L. HON,
Killed in action July 22, 1918,
Second Battle of the Marne.

PRIVATE SEYMOUR A. PRESTWOOD,
Died of pneumonia Sept. 26, 1918,
In France.

SERGEANT WILLIAM F. DYSON,
Died of pneumonia Oct. 30, 1918,
S. A. T. C. Stetson U.

phi Ikappa 2)elta 3Fraterniti2
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Tin Memoriam
D. GUY ALLEN
JOSEPH S. LAING,
(U. S. M. C.)

Ipbi Beta p&i jfraternitis
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ipbi "Ikappa S)elta jfraternit^
FOUNDED 1898.
MEMBERS

1919
Eugene Bugg
Harrv Katz

Henry Lofcpiist
Curtis H. Gardiner
Arhtur P. Moor
1921
Wendell Rasco
Webb Llelm

G. Monroe Patch
Robert T. Welch
1922

William 11. .Mclh-idc, Jr.
Robert Atkisson
William Al. Howard
IClgine L. Pierce
Edwin Lofberg
PLEDGES

Edgar E. Wells
Theodore H. Hon
Glenn P. Robinson
Glynn O. Rasco
Irvin F. Walden
Edward C. Hillicr
Rae Simpson
Harry L. Ami don
*William F. Dyson
*Deceased.
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Delta flUu Cbapter of Stoma Ulu
INSTALLED M A R C H I , 1913.
ACTIVE INITIATES

Thomas L. Jackson
G. Medwin Peek
George L. Rutherford 2d.
W. Harold Wilson
Charles E. Limpus
John D. Harris
S. Henry Harris
Erskine W. Landis

1918-1919.
Herbert C. Sanderson

J. P. Tatum
John C. Ainsworth
Morgan Alderman
Jack Hays
Walter T. Lipfert
Drayton D. Colley
William Pencke

Since establishment. Delta Mu has sent seventy-two out of her
ninety-two initiates into the service of the United States.
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pbi HIpba Belta Xaw jfratevnit^
2)av>ib 5. Brewer dbaptev
INSTALLED A P R I L 2, 1915.
ACTIVE INITIATES

1918-1919.

S. Henry Harris
W. L. Pencke
Evan T. Evans
Geo. L. Rutherford
W. Harold Wilson
Dr. J. J. Kindred
John D. Harris
Reuben M. Price
Millard B. Smith
John Ziegler
Thomas Jackson
S. Bernard Berk
Douglas Roseborough
John M. Murrell
Erskine W. Landis
James C. Rogers
Harry Katz
HONORARIES

Dr. Lincoln Hulley
Dean R. A. Rascoe
Ex-Gov. S. B. Jennings

Judge James W. Perkins
Hon. Cary D. Landis
Judge Bert Fish

FRATRES I N U R B E

Francis M. Miller

Thomas S Hays
D. C. Hull
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Hn %ov\m nnctnor^ of

Joseph S- 5LainG
Us tbis paoe DeMcatet) bi^ bis Brotbers of JBrewcr Cbaptcr
of pbi BIpba Delta Xaw jfraternitp

Born July 4, 1897, ^t Sanford, Florida. Became a Brother
in Phi Alpha Delta in his Junior Law year, 1917-18. Enlisted in
the United States Marine Corps and was called for duty October
15, 1918. Died of pneumonia at Paris Island, S. C , on November
12, 1918. Buried at Sanford, Florida.
Joe was loved and esteemed as a true man by all who knew him.

g^i^ib,

FRATERNITIES

flU^ Melcome Be^gonb
W h o will greet me first in heaven.
When that blissful realm I gain,
When the hand has ceased from toiling
And the heart has ceased from pain;
When the last farewell is spoken.
Severed the last tender tie,
And I know how sweet, how- solemn,
And how blest it is to die?
As my barque glides o'er the waters
Of that cold and silent stream,
I shall see the domes of temples
In the distance brightly gleam,—
Temples of that beauteous city
From all blight and sorrow free;
W h o adorn its golden portals
First will haste to welcome me?
Ah, whose eyes shall watch my coming
From the other fairer shore,
Whose the voice I first shall listen
That shall teach me heavenly lore;
When my feet shall press the mystic
Borders of that better land,
Whose face greet my wandering vision
W h o shall clasp the spirit hand?
W h o will greet me first in heaven?
Oft the earnest thought will rise.
Musing on the unknown glories
Of that home beyond the skies.
W h o will be my heavenly mentor?
Will it be some seraph bright?
Or an angel from the countless
Myriads of that world of light?
No, not these, for they have never
Gladdened here my mortal view;
But the dear ones gone before me,
They, the loved, the tried, the true.
They who walked with us life's pathway,
To its joys and griefs were given,
They who loved us best in earthland
Be the first to greet in heaven
—Selected.
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panhellenic Hesociation
Delta Delta Delta
DOROTHY V A N VALKENBURG, Alpha Xi Delta
R U T H H A Y N E S , Pi Beta Phi
MARGARET WOODALL,

President
Secretary
Treasurer

FRATERNITY REPRESENTATIVES
A L P H A X I DELTA

Dorothy Van Valkenburg, Lillian Carlton, Olga Bowen
P i BETA P H I

Ruth Haynes, Edna Hefner, Bessie Gumm
DELTA DELTA DELTA

Margaret Woodall, Elizabeth Gregory, Beatrice Tanner

Hn
Delta Delta Delta jFtatetnitig
FOUNDED AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY,
T H A N K S G I V I N G E V E , 1888.

1919
EHzabeth Gregory
1920
Alaribel Radford
Mildred Siviter
Margaret Woodall
1921
Beatrice Tanner

Lauis Mayfield
1922
Laura Mae Lewis
Evelyn Harris

Charlotte Prosser
Helen Phelps

MEMBERS I N U R B E

Mrs. C. Farrar Gee
Mrs. C. B. Rosa
Rachel Stephens
Mrs. Neal Jones

0^^^3-^^g^^^..-:^'2^%..7^g^
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pi Beta pbi
FOUNDED AT M O N M O U T H COLLEGE, M O N M O U T H , I I I . , 1867.
FLORIDA A L P H A INSTALLED JANUARY 30,

1913.

MEMBERS
1919
Mary Hulley
Bernalyn McBride
Alice Sarven

Mina Bates
Ruth Haynes
Edna Hefner
1920
Virginia ^larrow
Lois Phillips

Eva Welsh
Ejda Stenwall
Mildred Byers
1921

Olive Kruse

Catherine Beers
Juliana Collins
Emma Jane Rowe
1922
Lady Lois Townsend

Ruth Bates

MEMBERS IN U R B E

Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss

Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Miss

Francis Miller
D. C. Hull
Bessie Gumm
D. J. Blocker
Margaret Gilliland

Herinan Dickey
Mamie Haynes
Annie Nadine Llolden
Howard Hodgden
Sara Smith

PLEDGE

Bessie Tate
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Elpba | i Delta jfraternit^
FOUNDED LOMB-A.RD COLLEGE, GALESBURG, I I I . , A P R I L 17, 1893.
OMEGA C H A P T E R INSTALLED M A Y 28,

1917.

P O S T GRADUATES

Olga Bowen

Lillian Wells

Lillian Fuller
1920
Lulu Coberly
Marion Hanne

Carmen Ericson
Lillian Carlton
1921

Marion Collard
Nellie Stevens
Merle Stevens
Letitia Ramsey
Dorothy Van Valkenburg
1922
Evalena Dougherty
Elizabeth Moseley
PLEDGES

Laura Ed Dunn
Anna May Porter

^1
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Delta psi Ikappa
GIRLS' NATIONAL PIONARARY A T H L E T I C
FRATERNITY.
FOUNDED

OCTOBER 23.

1916. AT T H E

NORMAL COLLEGE OF T H E

N O R T H AMERICAN GYMNASTIC U N I O N , INDIANAPOLIS, I N D .

1922
Ruth Bates

Elizabeth Moseley
Marguerite Straw
1921

OHve Kruse

Marion Collard
Lauis Sam Mayfield
1920

Eva Welch

Lucy Gilbert
Margaret Woodall
1919

Wilhelmina Bates
Mary Hulley

Ruth Haynes
Olga Bowen, A.B.

MEMBERS I N U R B E

Delta Haynes
Evelyn Turnquist Dickey
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Catherine Haynes
Sara Smith

IFn flDemoriam
HARRY WOOTTEN,
Killed in Action, July 4, 1918

Ube Junior Classes
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l^oung Momen's Christian Hssociation
"The purpose of this Association shall be to unite the women of the institution in loyalty to Jesus Christ, to lead them to accept him as their personal
Saviour, to build them up in the knowledge of Christ, especially through Bible
study and Christian service, that their character and conduct may he consonant
with their belief. It shall thus associate them with the students of the world
for the advancement of the Kingdom of God. It shall further seek to enlist
their devotion to the Christian church and to the religious work of the institution."
• '•
NATIONAL MOTTO:
"I am come that they might have life and that they might have it more
abundantlv." John i o : i o .
OFFICERS
E T H E L A. R U M N E Y
MARICEL RADFORD
LILLIAN CARLTON
A N N A M A Y PORTER

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES
Maribel Radford, Membership.
Virginia Marrow,
WorfdP'elloimhi^ypz
Anna May Porter, Finance.
Alice SdiVvcn, Social'
Ser^'ice.''
Ejda Stenwall, Religious Meetings.
Mildred W .
^^y^~^A^rijftvpfU2
Carmen G. Ericson, Social,
i^-

HJonng flften's Christian Hssociation
With the opening of school this year, the Y. M. C. A. organized, but was soon disbanded when the S. A. T. C. started. Under
the inspiring leadership of Rev. C. E. Wyatt, who was sent here by
the National War Work Council, the work progressed very rapidly, until nearly every man in the S. A. T. C. was a memlier of
the Y. M. C. A.
The signing of the armistice, brought the disbandment of the
S. A. T. C , but the Stetson students determined to continue the
work that had l)een started, and organized under the skillful leadership of Mr. Arthur P. Moor. Every man at Stetson is now enrolled in the Young Men's Christian Association. The men have
been organized into four groups, and meet every Tuesday, \yithr
their leaders, for study. Several entertainments have fieen Tield^
and plans are being made for a strong Y. M, j^^r^^^iilxt year, -,.^^^'^
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Sergeant jpaul Xevering Mon
H)ie& in Bction, 5ul^ 22, 1918
Our hero is dead. He died for liberty—he died for us. He is
at rest. He sleeps in a land he helped make free, for a flag he rendered stainless; beneath the shadows of the clouds, careless alike of
sunshine or storm, in a windowless palace of rest. In the midst of
battle and the roar of conflict he found the serenity of death.
Earth may run red with other wars—he is at peace.
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In the fields where poppies blow,
In France where beauteous roses grow,
There let them rest—forever sleep.
While we eternal vigil keep
With our heart's love—with our soul's pray'r.
For all our fallen "Over There."
The sounding sea between us rolls
And in perpetual requiem tolls—
Three thousand miles of cheerless space
Lie 'twixt us and their resting place;
'Twas God W h o took them by the hand
And left them in the stranger land.
The earth is sacred where they fell—
Forever on it lies the spell
Of hero deeds in Freedom's cause,
.A.nd men unborn shall come and pause
T o say a prayer, or bow the head,
So leave these graves to hold their dead.
Let not our sighing nor our tears
Fall on them through the coming years.
W h o on the land, on sea, in air.
With dauntless courage everywhere.
Their homes and country glorified—
Stood to their arms, and smiling died.
Great France will leave-no need nor room
That we place flowers on their tomb—
And proudly o'er their resting place.
Will float forever in its grace.
O'er cross, and star, and symbol tag.
Their own beloved country's Flag.
The morning sun will gild with light.
The stars keep holy watch at night.
The Winter spread soft pall of snow.
The Sununer flowers about them grow.
The sweet birds sing their Springtime call,
God's love and mercy guard them all.
—Selected.
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Busophian Xiterar^ Society
M I N A BATES

President

EVA W E L S H

Vice-President
MOSELY

Secretary

A N N A M A Y PORTER

Treasurer

ELIZABETH

MARION' H A N N E
R U T H BATES
CARMEN

Senior
Junior

ERICSON

-

Program

EVALINA DAUGHERTY

Critic
Critic
Censor

Manager

MEMBERS.
Carmen Ericson
Marion Collard
Marion Hanne
Lady Lois Townsend
Anna May Porter
E m m a Jane Rowe
Virginia Marrow
Enid Heine
Katherine Gifford
Merle Stevens
Eva Welsh
Mina Bates
Lucy Gilbert
Ruth McNefif
Eulee Parker

Evalina Daugherty
Elizabeth Mosely
Annie Cameron
Ruth Bates
Marguerite Straw
Mar j orie Bryan

I
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IDarsit^ CInb Chapter
aipba pbi lEpstlon Xiterar^ Society
OFFICERS
ARTHUR

P.

MOOR

President
WEBB HELM

Vice-President
GORDON NORTHROP

Secretary

and

Treasurer

ROBERT W E L S H

Program

Manager

G. MONROE P A T C H

Prosecuting

Attorney

H E N R Y LOFQUIST

National

Committeeman

W E N D E L L RASCO

Student

Critic

DR. J . ARCHY SMITH,

Faculty

Critic
Arthur P. ^loor

The Alpha Phi Epsilon is a National Literary Societ}^ that upholds the very highest standards for Public Speaking; among other
things, it makes a specialty of Oratory, Debating and Parliamentary
Law.
While the male student who is in earnest may be associated
with tin's organization, yet no one is entitled to full memljership
until he meets certain stringent literary requirements, thus making
a high standard, for the organization and branding every man who
wears the emblem as a man who can speak fluently on his feet.
Mr. Arthur Moor, who attended the National Convention during the Spring Term, reports flourishing work being done in a number of the different Chapters. Among other things, tj^_L^hgt5$:^^=^
are arranging for a number of Inter-collegiate Debate^-^^^^-=_^:^:;:cS
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IRent CInb
OFFICERS
HAROLD W I L S O N

President
ERSKINE L.\NDIS

Vice-President
MARIE HEALEY

Secretary
T H O M A S DOWDA

Attorney
ABE

ARONOVITZ

Critic
HENRY HARRIS

Sergeant-at-A

rms

Harold Wilson

The Kent Club of the College of Law has been for years the
strongest Literary Club on the Campus. And from the rough material that is taken into this organization are made some of the
best pleaders in the State. Many of its members have gone out
and made themselves famous as judges and legislators.
It is here that our lawyers learn to express themselves on
their feet, and produce their evidence in such clear logical form
that it is bound to stick with the judge and jury, carrying their
point and Avinning their case.
"The power to speak well is the power to rule," so we may
look for these orators that the Kent Club produces to take their
places, in these years of reconstruction that are to fol|ewr::r=^--^
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(5reen IRoom CInb
OFFICERS
A R T H U R P. MOOR
MARY H U L L E Y
ROBERT

and

President
Treasurer

Business

Manager

Secretary

WELSH

IRVING C . STOVER

Director

OTHER MEMBERS
Harold Wilson
Millard Smith

William Pencke
Beatrice Tanner
Marjorie Bryan

The year of 1918-19 showed an increased interest in dramatics
throughout the school, thus aiding the Green Room Club to make
tlie year a complete success.
"The Amazons," was given in the Fall Term, and although
several of the members were in the S. A. T. C , and unable to participate, the play was exceptionally well produced, Mary Hulley,
Beatrice Tanner and Marjorie Bryan presenting their parts in a
creditable manner.
Harold Wilson, who starred as "Touchstone," in last year's
Shakespearean play, and as John Alden, the leading man in the
operetta "Priscilla," gave an excellent portrayal of the Frenchman.
"It Pays to Advertise," was given in the Winter Term. This
was said to be the best production ever given at Stetson University.
It was a strictly modern, up-to-date play, that appeals to the public. Marjorie Bryan, as leading lady, proved that she is one of the
best leads that Stetson ever had, while Robert Welsh, who played
the part of the ardent rustic lover, Silvius. in "As You Like It,"
was leading man opposite Miss Bryan, and handled the part like a
professional. Arthur Moor, Beatrice Tanner, Mary Hulley and
William Pencke presented their characters in a way which is a
credit to the club.
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Baseball
What at first seemed an impossibility on account of the war
conditions, and what later proved to be a reality, was inter-collegiate baseball at Stetson this Spring. Backed by the Athletic Committee and stipported by the wonderful assistance of Captain Henry
St. Cyr, Stetson fans again had an opportunity to cheer for a team
representing their college. Although the team displayed no wonderful calibre of baseball, yet its efforts were none the less supported and appreciated by the fans and backers, who always turned
out in large numbers, and brought with them the proper kind of
spirit. The team was greatly handicappel by the absence of a coach,
but there are prospects for a more successful season ne.xt year, when
there will be an athletic fund and an athletic director in charge.
The first game, played between the Aviators of Carlstrom
Field, Arcadia, Florida, and Stetson, drew at least a thousand fans
who rooted long and loud for victory, but victory followed for the
Aviators. The second game, between W^inter Park and Stetson,
resulted in a more favorable score, this time in favor of the Green
and White. At the time this writing goes to press other games are
scheduled to be played, among which are games with the Aviators
at DeLand, Winter Park at Winter Park, St. Augustine at St. Augustine, and the University of Florida at DeLand and return games
with Florida at Gainesville.
The games with the University of Florida being the first between Florida and Stetson in the past six or seven years, the great
enthusiasm already manifested will naturally increase to an even
higher degree. It is to be hoped that these games will be the means
of again bringing into friendly rivalry on the Athletic Field the two
foremost institutions of learning in the State of Florida.
T H E TEAM
Gardiner
Welch
Gilliland
Lofberg
Gale
Murray
Peek

3d
L.
Short
R.
C.
2d
1st

Base
Field
stop
Field
Field
Base
Base

Lofquist
Bassett
Katz
Rutherford
Plelm
Winter
Collie
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Catcher
Pitcher
Pitcher, Captain
Utility
Utility
UtjHty- ——
Utilityl
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athletic Snaps
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Corps
On November n t h , 1918, at exactly 11 o'clock, the World W a r became
history. There was a cry of who has done his share to help the .-Mlies achieve
this great victory, to make the world safe for democracy, to stem the advance
of the terrible offspring of Attila. Then the answer came. W e have all done
our part. Stetson was not behind anyone else in this great achievement. Stetson was preparing and in preparing she was doing the part that was required
of her. She was preparing her noble sons to face the hell of another Chateau
Thierry; to stand the shock of another St. Mihiel drive.
October 12, 1918, the Stetson Unit Students Army Training Corps was
founded. T h e purpose of this Corps was to prepare men to lead our great
Army. It is unnecessary to go into the purposes of the organization any farther, for it w^as only one of the great branches of the fighting army. It was
patriotic, and Stetson showed her patriotism.
In this Unit were enlisted
174 physically fit to fight young men. These men came from all over the State
and the country, of their own free will, and were inducted into the service
of the United States.
Captain H . R. St. Cyr was placed at Stetson as Commanding Officer, assisted by Lieut. Wm. B. Loving and Lieut. W m . T. Malery of the Line. These
men were well trained instructors, and from the first, although in spite of
many difficulties they worked their hardest to prepare the men for officers.
The Students' Armj- Training Corps was short lived as a branch C)f the
Army, for on December i, 1918, orders came from Washington to demobilize.
December 9, 1918, the first men were discharged and by December 21, the J.
B. S. U. S. A. T. C. was history.
Before the.discharge, orders for ten men to go to Camp Gordon to the
Central Officers' Training School were issued, and tho men were selected, hut
on account of the Armistice these orders were rescinded and these men never
left DeLand. They should feel highly honored to have been the first to be
selected from this Unit, to become officers.
Immediately after the Christmas holidays another branch of the .'\rmy was
established at Stetson. T h e new branch is for the preparation of Reserve
Officers and is known as the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. Captain St.
Cvr was detailed to take command. T w o companies were formed and immediately went to work under the instruction of Captain St. Cyr and the Cadet
Officers appointed by him. T h e Unit is to be permanent at Stetson and will
mean a great deal to all the male students of the institution. T h e Unit has
not been equipped as yet. but a 8"reat de^l of work has been accomplished,
thanks to the untiring efforts of Captain St. Cvr and his capable Cadet.Staff
Officer.
STAFF
CAPTAIN H E N R Y R . S T . CYR, U . S . .\.
L I E U T . TOHN M . MURRELL, U . S . R .
CADET MAJOR PASCHAL C . REESE
CADET FIR.ST LIEUT. WENDELL RASCO

2d. Lieut.

COMPANY A

Asst.
U. S. A.

Comnuivlmt
Commandant
(Discharged)
Adjutant

COMPANY

Capt. Herbert Sanderson
1st. Lieut. Erskine Landis
2d. Lieut. J. P . Tatum

B

Capt. Thomas B. Dowda
1st. Lieut. Arthur P. Mooi
2d. Lieut. )VTiIraTrt:aE^cfeL_'
SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

1st. Lieut Roscoe Braddnr|^-^f5^$-j^.- "^
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OOSHIHITE
WHO S WHO AT STETSON'

Miss

BEATRICE T A N N E R

We know that you feel highlyhonored, for yoti have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the Most Popular
Young
Lady at John B. Stetson University.

M R . MILLARD

SMITH

We know that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the AJost Popular
Young
Gentleman at John B. Stetson
University.

-^^a:
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WHO S WHO AT STETSON'

YTW"^
M I S S BESSIE T A T E

We know that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the Most Beautiful
Young
Lady at John B. Stetson University.
This picture cannot do you justice.

M R . J O H N MURRELL

We know that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the Handsomest
Young
Gentleman at John B. Stetson
University.
This picture cannot do you justice.

WHO S WHO AT STETSON'

Miss

E J D A STENWALL

We know- that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the Most Respected
Young
Lady at John B. Stetson University.

M R . A R T H U R MOOR

We know^ that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the Most Respected
Young
Gentleman at John B. Stetson
University.

W H O S W H O A T STETSON'

Miss

MARY H U L L E Y

We know that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared by a ballot of the students,
to be the Best-All-Round
Young
Lady at John B. Stetson University.

MR. WILLIAM PENCKE

We know that you feel highly
honored, for you have been declared l)y a ballot of the students,
to be the Best-AU-Round
Young
Gentleman at John B. Stetson
University.

mUbat Mappeneb at Cbauboin
It was just after eight;
The young spooner was late,
And she kept working her thumb;
Her nerves were a-thrill,
She couldn't sit still—
"Oh, why! Oh, why! Doirt he come?"
She'd rush to her room.
For a touch of perfume.
Or to straighten a lock gone awry—
Then she'd pick up a book.
Give a glance, and a look.
Then back down stairs she'd fly.
It was a few minutes past.
When at last, and at last.
He finally came in the hall—
And from the stairway she said,
As she blushed rosy red—
"I forgot you were coming at all."

Mbat?
Though college days
Have their delights,
They can't compare
With college nights.
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Zbc Zen Commanbnients of Cbanboin
1. Thou shalt obey no other law but that of the Law of Hulley or the House of Martien.
2. Thou shalt not make unto thee ony rules but those of
Chaudoin Hall. Thou shalt not break them nor despitefully use
them, for I, Dr. Hulley. am a jealous President, visiting the iniquities of the girls unto their sisters, even unto the third and
fourth generation of them that hate me. and shewing mercy unto
them that love me and keep these rules.
3. Thou shalt not take the name of the Dear Dean in vain,
for Dr. Hulley will not hold her guiltless who taketh that name in
vain.
4. Five days shalt thou study and get all thy lessons, and
on the night of the fifth, after 10 p. m., shalt thou w-ash all thy
hosiery and clean thy room. On the sixth shalt thou rest. The
seventh shall be a day of imprisonment; in it thou shalt not walk
abroad, neither thou nor thy room-mate, nor thy friend, nor any
thing that is in Chaudoin.
5. Honor Grits and Potatoes, that thou may fatten while
in Chaudoin. Neither yearn after the fleshpots of the Crescent or
the Daylight Cafe.
6. Thou shalt not scrap with thy room-mate.
7- Thou shalt not let thy lights be seen after 10 j). m.
8. Thou shalt not steal aw^ay.
9- Thou shalt not develop a sense of "Christian Duty."
10.
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's date. Thou shalt
not covet thy neighbor's box from home, nor her shoes, nor her
smock, nor anything that is thy neighbor's. Amen.
M.

GLENN,

C. BEERS,
B.

TANNER.

fe^^S
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MISCELLANEOUS

Mimbat mc THope Millflllakel^ou
Sore XauQbina or ©tbevwise
Q. When is a joke not a joke?
A. About ninety-nine times out of a hundred.
SO don't expect to find any here.
Waiter Boys: So the Chaudoin girls said our singing was heavenly, did
they?
Town Girl: Well, no, not in so many words, but they probably meant that.
Waiter Boys: Well, what did they say?
Town Girl: They said it was unearthly.
Typical Sophomore: When I came to college I made a resolution that I
never would allow my studies to interfere with my college education, and so
far I have kept it splendidly.
Dr. Hulley (in chapel) : "And Moses opened his mouth and spake saying—now put away all those books."
AT CHAUDOIN.
He:

You are gladness, you are sunshine,
You are happiness—I t r o w ;
You are all to me, my darling,
That is lovely here below.

She:

You are splendor, you are glory,
You are handsome, you are true,
All there is this side of Heaven
I behold, my love, in you.

Dean of W o m e n : I am lightning, I am thunder,
I'm a roaring cateract,
I am earthquakes and volcanoes
And I'll demonstrate that fact—!—!! I
IN T H E D I N I N G H A L L .
"Smitty" had walked around the dining room visiting the different young
ladies, finally he came to a certain table and said: "Miss Siviter, you certainly
look well in that new dress;" then as he glanced across the table at Miss Straw,
he said: "And Marguerite, you always look well."
AND SHE DIDN'T SEE T H E JOKE.
Miss Martien in Bible class of girls: "Imagine the terrible hardships of
Paul in that Roman prison, chained to a soldier day and night. Just think, girls,
how would you like to be chained to a soldier day and night?" A titter passed
over the class and she never knew why!
CHAUDOIN CASE

I

H e : "Dear, do you suppose anyone will ever come b e t w e S f - t ^ ? ^ ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ , ^ ^ - W T - / X
She: "They'd have to be pretty thin if they did."
- ^JIT" ^ ^ - ^ "'''""—^""^
—^^^°^^
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LOGIC.
One of the students in logic class had put a series of propositions on the
board. Uncle Dan said: "Now, class, if you will give your attention I will go.
up the board."
(Buddy and Bee, on St. Patrick's morning.)
Buddy: "Gee, Bee, I sure want to go fishing."
Bee: "Well, go ahead. I'll bite. What made you think of fishing?"
Buddy: "I just thought of that old saying, Tn the Spring a young man's
fancy turns to love and fishnig.' You see, I was coming to school this morning
and the trees were so bright and green in their new leaves, that they made me
think of you. Then thinking of you made be think of Spring and love. And
tlien in the end I couldn't help but think of fishing."
Bee: "You don't seem to agree with Heinie. You know he told me the
tackiest thing the other day."
Buddy: "He'd better be careful what he says. What did he tell you?"
Bee: " H e said that I reminded him of Autumn. Wasn't that awful?"
Buddy: "Yes, it was pretty bad. But you mustn't be too hard on him. Bee,
for you know you didn't have this green skirt on then, and besides, he doesn't
know you like I do."
Bee: ".Ml right. I got to go to Ana Lit. You make me late every morning, but Dean doesn't know so it doesn't matter."
Last Friday morning—
Dean Smith was looking through the set of cards that Doctor Cordis sends
around each week, w-hen two "bright ones'' entered the room. One of the
"bright ones," seeing Dean with the cards said, "Got a Full House, Dean?"
Dean, picking out Griggs' and Braddock's cards, "No, I've got a pair of Jacks."
"You know it's funny that Miss Martien hasn't found out about the regular
"dates" going on in .Ana Lit. class. There is Eva Welsh and Curtis Gardiner,
Bee Tanner and Henry Lofquist, and Catherine Beers and Wendell Rascoe. besides the down-town folks, like Margaret Woodall and Gordon Northrop, Ruth
McNeff and Francis Griggs, etc. The other morning Catherine and Curtis were
absent so Wendell slipped up and sat with Eva. Dean, who always notices such
things with a witty word, said, "When the Gardiner is away the weeds will
grow." (Wlio did he mean by Weeds?) Then a subdued voice from the back
row said, "Yes. if Wendell can't get his Beers he takes Welshes."
Dean Smith had drawn a queer-looking curve on the board for his Ana
Lit class. Bill Howard seemed to be a little interested in it and asked. "Dean,
what would you call t h a t ? " And of course the Dean said, "I wouldn't call it,
I'd go after it."
Just before the banquet Edgar asked Bobby, "Say, Bobby, I've never worn
a dress suit before, and what in the world do you do with this long coat-tail?"
And Bobby said, "Why, Edgar, the girl holds that up while you sit down."
Then at the banquet all had gone very well for Edgar until the finger-bowls
came around. He didn't know exactly what they were, so he asked Miss Daugherty, " W h a t are these things?" "Why, Edgar, they are individual punch bowls."
Webb was sitting across the table and hated to see Edgar get imposed on, so
he said, "Nothing of the kind, Edgar, that is your wash basin."
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MISCELLANEOUS

See tbe Dean
Anonymously written and affectionately dedicated.
Who's the primal source of knowledge?
It's the D e a n !
So, when first j-ou come to College,
See the D e a n !
If you would matriculate.
Get your entrance units straight;
You may think they are, but wait—
See the D e a n !

Do you have to meet the dentist?
See the D e a n !
Tell your troubles all to Prentice,
He's our D e a n !
Did some villain swipe your cake?
Did some one his white ducks take?
Does your toe or tummy ache?
See the D e a n !

Is the catalog a mystery?
See the D e a n !
Are 3'ou making F in History?
See the Dean I
If some Chaudoinite jilts you;
If some town girl tilts you;
If the math prof wilts you.
See the D e a n !

Not an easy man to rile.
Is our Dean.
Mostly wears a pleasant smile,
Does our Dean.
Yet, "He's a very nervous m a n ; "
So break it gently as you can.
Don't disturb his palm leaf fan.
Please the Dean.

What's the $io. for incidental?
See the D e a n !
What's the matter with your mental?
See the Dean!
Do you want a degree?
Be sure and pay the proper fee;
You may think it hard but G
Prentice see.

Tell you how to make a hit,
With the Dean.
Study Polly Con a bit
With the Dean.
The Philadeli)hia Ledger read;
Talk about his Saxon's speed;
When he lectures you take heed,
You got the Dean,

MISCELLANEOUS
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^be THalf Muitten Hnnual
We put by this half-written .A.nnual,
While the pens idly trail in our hands.
Writes on, had we words to complete it,
Who'd read it, or who'd understand?
But the class-mates that helped us compose it,
And all others, who answered our call.
And the loyal old spirit of Stetson,
Cries up to us over it all.
W e gather them up—these loose pages
A terribly, jumbled up theme.
Telling of happenings at Stetson,
Of things that are not what they seem.
Only a scattered expression
Of stories that might have been told
Of the glories of co-education.
Blue eyes, and hearts true as gold.
God pity us, if any we offended,
And wash all their heartaches away,
And help them to pardon our fumbles.
Make us all friends here today!
Yes, Lord, make friendship at Stetson
Among faculty, students and all,
A fellowship devoted and true.
That shall last 'till we hear Thy call.
We put by this half-written .Annual,
While the pens, idly trail in our hands.
Writes on, had we words to complete it.
Who'd read it, and who'd understand?
But the class-mates that helped us compose it,
And all others, who answered our call,
And the loyal old spirit of Stetson,
Cries up to us over it all.

SHOW THEM
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"
Students, It's up to you
To give these business men your patronage.
They have supported you.
They have made it possible for you to have this Annual
Look through and see who they are,
And then say:
' 'They advertised in our Annual,
So we will deal with them."

Hotel
College Arms
DeLand, Fla.
Beautiful Location
Elevator, Steam Heat
White Service Throughout
Unexcelled Golf Course
132
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ADVERTISEMENT^

J. F. Allen
Furniture Co.
" T H E H O M E OF DEPENDABLE G O O D S "
(SINCE 1880)

Funeral Directors and Embalmers
DAY P H O N E 62
N I G H T P H O N E 228

DELAND

FLA.

K. K. SMITH
Best Tailor in Town
Cleans hubby's suit,
And wife's evening gown,
Sister's nice dress
And brother's clothes too.
Let him clean yours
As other folks do.

Phone--"7^/6^ Boys' Fri
rten

^_^^^^£^^
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Stetsonites:-We are delighted to have made
your acquaintance.
Thank you for
your patronage. Our best wishes go
with you.

W. A. ALLEN & CO.
"The Busy Druggists"

VOLUSIA COUNTY BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
DE LAND, FLA.
Capital ^100,000.00

Surplus and Profits $127,000.00

Resources Over One Million Dollars
Depository of the State of Florida, County of Volusia and City of DeLand

OFFICERS:
A. D. McBRIDE, Chairman of the Board
S. A. WOOD, President
F. N. CONRAD, Vice-President

F. R. OSBORNEf yipe=Pre*iienl

R. H. BOYD, Cashier

E. L. M I C K L E ^ ^ e ^ t a s t Caehieir:^

V-^f •^,^
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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MEN'S WEAR
FINE SHOES

V. M. Fountain
Company
V. M. FOUNTAIN
S. Z. DOUGLAS

C. P. GARRISON
V. M. FOUNTAIN, Jr.

DeLAND, FLORIDA.

CLEANLINESS

J- E- ADNEY, Mgr.

QUALITY

The Palace
Confectionery
Soda

Ice Cream
Fine Candies
Cigars and Tobacco

Phone 8 8 — — —
^35
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DREKA'S
EVERYTHING TO EAT

TO USE

TO WEAR

Men's

Dry

Shoes
Clothing
Furnishings

Goods
Notions
Fancy Goods
W o m e n ' s a n d Children's
Shoes
Wearing Apparel
Millinery

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
Hay and Grain
Grove Supplies

Elevator Service
Rest R o o m
FLORIDA

F i r e P r o o f Building
Reading R o o m
DeLAND,
:-:

Photographs of Quality
MADE BY

L. B. TRUESDELL
DE LAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
I

Kodak Finishing S o l k i j e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

FREDDIE'S SANITARY
Barber

Shop and Ladies' Hair

Parlor

FIRST CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT

PHONE 49

DeLand Piano and Music Company, inc.
ANYTHING IN THE MUSIC LINE
EASTMAN KODAKS AND FILMS

Shoe Shop in Connection.

Expert Workmen Employed

WE INVITE YOUR TRADE

DAYLIGHT CAFE
First Class Restaurant for Ladies ^ Gentlemen
REGULAR MEALS
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS

REEVE & HOWARD
Jewelry and Stationery
Stetson Stationery and Pennants
Kodaks and Kodak Supplies. High Class Developing and Printing,-,^
for Amateurs
"
^
FLOR]

DELAND
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STETSON

HATS

T E T S O N stands for the utmost in value, for complete
•H"l>

hat satisfaction.

It's the highest type of hat for men.

Stetson Styles have that distinctive appearance that can
come only by the combination of quality materials, worked and
fashioned by men and women of experience, trained to uphold a
standard that has made the name S T E T S O N famous all over
the world.

John B. Stetson Company^
Philadelphia

':^^^^5^Z^;^"

STETSON HATS ARE FEATURED AND SOLD BY PROMINEN'
.
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LIGHT
POWER
ICE
DELAND ELECTRIC LIGHT,
POWER and ICE COMPANY
DELAND,

FLORIDA

ICE MADE FROM DISTILLED WATER

HOUSE WIRING ACCORDING TO
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE
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^ T H E BEST AND CLEANEST
IN MOVING PICTURES

THE PRINCESS
THE STUDENTS' MEETING PLACE

SILAS 6. WRIGHT INSURANCE AGENCY
(Incorporated)

ALL KINDS OF INSURANCE
We Write All Insurance on University Buildings
DE LAND, FLORIDA

J. F. ALLEN
The reason Stetson students make this store their
headquarters is because they are assured as to
quality and value received.
you.

Let us prove this to

Our customers are our best advertisers

GARY D. LANDIS

BERT FISH

D. C. HULL

LANDIS, FISH & HULL

J

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW

DeLand, Florida
Practice in State and Federal Courts.

Special Facilities of Examiiijtt]g?afi(if^^^S^^^^'~'''^P~^3'^
Land Titles
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UNIVERSITY
LINCOLN HULLEY, Ph.D., LittD., LL.D., President

DELAND, FLORIDA
THE COIiIiEOE GBASUATi: BEFABTMENT OT ARTS AND SCIENCES
Courses leading to the degree of Master of Arts and Sciences.
THE COIiItEGE OP IiIBEBAi; ARTS POB MEN—16 Carnegie units required
for admission. Twenty-one departments in all.
THE COIiIiEaE OP IiIBEBAIi ABTS POR WOMEN—A woman dean, separate
dormitorii'.s for women, and a separate gymnasium. 16 Carnegie units.
THE COIiIiEGE OP I^AW—Course leading to the LL.B. degree.
mitted to jn-actice in Florida without examination.

Graduates ad-

THE COIiIiEGE OP ENOINEEBZNG—Courses in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical
and Chemical engineering leading to degrees.
THE COIIIIEGE P O B TEACHERS—Especially for Florida teachers, strong
normal courses and special teachers' courses.
THE COIIIIEGE OP BUSINESS—Besides Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting,
Stioi-thand, Typewriting, courses in History, Law, Economics and Finance.
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepare for Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, Chicago and all high grade colleges.
THE SCHOOi; OP MECHANICAIi ARTS—For boys and young men desiring
manual training, mechanical drawing, &c.
THE SCHOOIi OP MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin,
voice, harmony, and chorus work.
THE SCHOOII OP PINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing.
water color, pastel, &c.

Painting in oil,

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
1.

The Preliminary Course in Agrricultnre—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis, Agricultural
Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, &c.

2.—The Pre-Medical Coarse—Physiology, Biology, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology, Botany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Organic
Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry.
3.

The Course for Relig-ious Worters—In Biblical Literature, H4s^
Psychology, Pedagogy, Ethics, Logic and Theism^^,„,_^_;^__!r~" -

.--v^^

J M N £? OLLIEif"
E N G R A V I N G COMPANY

Designers and Engravers
of Highest Quality

ANNUALS

Makers of
Illustrations, Designs
Photographs
Half-tones, Line and
Ben D a y Zinc Etchings
T h r e e and Four Color
Process Plates
A c i d Blast Quality

Main

Office

and Plant,

554

W.

Adams

Street

CHICAGO
Atlanta - Davenport - Kansas City - Milwaukee
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SOR: dver~46 years the name " D e H U Y " has stood f o r i q a ^ ^ ^
- J e w e l r y . Like the ever widening circle made in a stream by the
splash of a stone, so has our circle of friends steadily increased by
our strict adherence to the ideal trade proposition of reasonable prices
and superior service, together with the best and most reliable merchandise obtainable.

R N. DeHUY & SONS
DeLAND

Je'welers and Silversmiths

DAYTONA

SEEPS

E. A. MARTIN SEED CO.
Get our Descriptive Catalogue
Our Seeds are Grown and Selected for Florida and the South

Jacksonville - Florida
I. A. STEWART

TOM B. STEWART

STEWART & STEWART
LAWYERS
DELAND

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

FLORIDA

GUS SCHURR BARBER SHOP
64 NORTH BOULEVARD

Branch at Hotel College Arms^

Makers of This Book
( A N D M A N Y OTHERS)

L-^ ^^

T H E E. O. P A I N T E R
P R I N T I N G COMPANY
PRINTERY PARK,
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